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Abstract

RED is an Active Queue Management (AQM) technique

that is intended to achieve high link utilization with a low

queuing delay. Recent studies show that RED is difficult

to configure for some rapidly changing traffic mixes and

loads [2]. Other studies show that under some conditions,

the performance gains of RED and its variants over tradi-

tional drop-tail queue management is not significant given

the additional complexity required for proper configuration

[9, 3]. Recent variants of RED, such as Adaptive-RED [8],

are designed to provide more robust RED performance un-

der a wider-range of traffic conditions. This paper provides

additional analysis of RED and newer variants of RED over

a wider range of traffic mixes and loads than has previ-

ously been studied. Through extensive simulation results

and analysis, this paper confirms that RED-like AQM tech-

niques that employ packet dropping do not significantly

improve performance over that of drop-tail queue man-

agement. However, when AQM techniques use Explicit

Congestion Notification (ECN) as a method to notify TCP

sources of congestion rather than packet drops, the perfor-

mance gains of AQM in terms of goodput and delay can be

significant over that of drop-tail queue management.

1 Introduction

To prevent congestion collapse, the current Internet uses

end-to-end congestion control where responsive traffic

sources, like TCP, adjust their transmission rate based on

the network congestion information they detect while mon-

itoring their own transmission. In the network, traditional

drop-tail routers implicitly notify end-systems of network

congestion by dropping incoming packets when the router

buffer overflows. Unfortunately, under heavy load, drop-

tail routers can result in consistently full router queues and

bursty packet drops.

Active Queue Management (AQM) enhances net-

work support for end-to-end congestion control by hav-

ing routers actively detect impending congestion and no-

tify end-systems, allowing responsive end-systems to ad-

just transmission rate earlier and avoid unwanted packet

drops. AQM can also reduce queuing delays by keep-

ing a lower average queue length. Moreover, since AQM

routers are able to predict impending congestion before

buffer overflows, they can explicitly notify end-systems of

network congestion by using Explicit Congestion Notifica-

tion (ECN) [5], rather than implicitly notify end-systems

by dropping packets.

Random Early Detection (RED) [6] is a well-known

lightweight AQM that uses the average queue size and min-

imum threshold (min

th

) and maximum threshold (max

th

)

to detect impending congestion and determine congestion

notification probability. When the average queue size is

in between min

th

and max

th

, RED randomly drops (or

marks in ECN mode) incoming packets with a probability

that increases linearly from zero to the maximum probabil-

ity (max

p

) as the average queue size grows from min

th

to

max

th

. However, when the average queue size is greater

than max

th

, RED drops all incoming packets until the av-

erage queue size drops below max

th

.

Studies show that RED can improve throughput and

fairness over drop-tail queue management while main-

taining a low average queuing delay [6, 10]. However,

this benefit is only achieved for “well-configured” RED

under some traffic loads, specifically when the average

queue length does not significantly oscillate and stays un-

der max

th

. Other researchers conclude that RED is too

complicated to configure, and show that end-to-end perfor-

mance of RED is no better than drop-tail queue manage-

ment, and may even be worse than that of drop-tail queue

management in some cases [2, 3, 9]. While RED does en-

sure a tightly bounded upper limit on the average queue

length, it can result in many consecutive packet drops [3]

that can significantly decrease end-to-end throughput and

goodput by causing TCP timeouts. These reports raise the

concern that using RED router queue management is not

practical in a real Internet environment over a wide-range

of TCP loads.

Some of the difficulties in RED configuration can be

explained by a TCP-RED feedback control system theory

[4] indicated in Figure 1. Assuming a single congested

router that uniformly drops incoming packets, the packet

drop rate at the router determines a stable state average
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Figure 1. Well-configured RED (a) and poorly configured RED (b) [4]
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Figure 2. RED in Gentle Mode (a) and Adaptive RED (b)

queue length for a given TCP traffic load indicated by the

curve labeled “stable avg q.” As shown in Figure 1 (a), if

RED is configured such that there exists a drop probability

within max

p

whose RED function average queue length

and the resulting stable state average queue length are the

same, the queue can stabilize without many oscillations. In

this case, we say RED is “well-configured” for the traffic

load.

However, RED configurations that work well for one

traffic mix and load may not work well for another traf-

fic mix and load, especially as an increase in traffic load

moves the stable state queue curve to the right. When

the stable state average queue length at max

p

is above

max

th

, as shown in Figure 1 (b), the RED average queue

grows beyond max

th

in order to bring the feedback con-

trol system to a stable state. Yet, once the average queue

is above max

th

RED drops all incoming packets until the

average queue length goes down below the max

th

. This

periodic behavior of the average queue length growth and

drop rate of 1 creates queue oscillations around max

th

re-

sulting in bursts of packet drops larger than would drop-

tail bursts, often degrading end-to-end performances sig-

nificantly. Although general RED configuration guidelines

that work well for a large set of traffic load have been pro-

posed [4], RED configuration difficulties will exist where

Internet traffic varies.

As a fix to the above problem, the “gentle” modifica-

tion to RED was proposed [10], which replaces the packet

drop behavior when the average queue size is over max

th

as shown in Figure 2 (a). Instead of setting the drop proba-

bility to 1 after the average queue size goes over max

th

,

gentle-RED linearly increases the drop probability from

max

p

to 1 as average queue size grows from max

th

to 2

times max

th

. This modification loosens the bound on the

average queue length for a continuous probabilistic drop

behavior. In other words, gentle-RED allows to find a sta-
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ble state drop probability over max

p

that results in a sta-

bilized average queue length at some point greater than

max

th

.

As an effort to make RED well configured under a

wider range of conditions, researchers recently proposed

Adaptive RED (A-RED) [8] which tries to adapt to chang-

ing traffic load by slowly adjusting max

p

as shown in Fig-

ure 2 (b). A-RED tries to dynamically configure itself to

a well-configured state by defining a target region for the

average queue within min

th

and max

th

. A-RED seeks

the average queue target region by additively increasing

max

p

up to a limit (0.5 in default) if the average queue

size goes above the region and multiplicatively decreasing

max

p

down to a limit (0.001 by default) in case the average

queue size goes below the region. In short, A-RED tries to

find a slope for the dropping probability that can intersect

the queue law curve to make the feedback control system

stable for current traffic load. However, A-RED still does

not guarantee that it will find a slope within the range given

by the limit for the max

p

, in which case an unstable queue

oscillation will take place as the case of original RED. For

this reasons, it is also recommended to use the “gentle” set-

ting with A-RED.

Unfortunately, there are reports even with the “gentle”

modification, RED is not practical to use since the perfor-

mance gain over drop-tail queue management is not signif-

icant given the complexity of implementation [9, 3]. These

reports show that gentle-RED can achieve a lower aver-

age queuing delay than drop-tail, compensating for a lower

goodput (or higher packet loss rate) under fairly heavy traf-

fic load. Although it is attractive that RED and its vari-

ants give us control over average queuing delay, especially

when considering Quality of Service (QoS) for interac-

tive multimedia applications, improving goodput is critical,

since it is a measure of how efficiently network resources

are used without wasting bandwidth.

It is true that the overall network performance gain

over drop-tail queue management may be relatively small

when RED uses packet drop as means of congestion notifi-

cation since packet drops directly degrade goodput. How-

ever, when using only ECN marks, the cost of congestion

notification in terms of packet drop rate goes down to zero

and has no effect on goodput. Thus, the real potential for

RED and its variants (or AQM in general) lies in using

ECN in a well-configured state, where packet drop rate at

the router could be close to 0, queuing delay can be low,

while still achieving a high link utilization. Then, the per-

formance gains of AQM would be significant over that of

drop-tail.

This paper seeks to demonstrate that Adaptive

RED [8] using ECN can be “well-configured” for a wide

range of traffic mixes, achieving significant performance

gains over drop-tail queue management.

In Section 2, this paper develops a simple but effec-

tive model for load on the router from TCP traffic that cap-

tures a wide-range of key TCP flow characteristics, includ-

ing long-lived and short-lived flows.

In Section 3, this paper applies the traffic model to

ECN traffic to show key router configuration characteris-

tics in order to be well-configured in the presence of ECN

traffic. This paper verifies that the traffic model is effective

for ECN traffic, and provides support for recommendation

that RED (or AQM in general) should apply a much higher

marking rate for ECN traffic than for TCP traffic.

In Section 4, using the model for AQM with drops

and marks, this paper determines a set of RED configura-

tions that illustrates the behavior of RED and its variants

well, and measure the performance of RED, gentle-RED,

A-RED, RED-ECN, gentle-RED-ECN and A-RED-ECN

over a continuum of TCP traffic loads. We compare the

performance of the above AQMs with the predictions made

using the queue laws to verify the usefulness and correct-

ness of the our model. At the same time, we compare the

performance of the RED family AQMs with one another in

terms of packet loss rate, delay and queue oscillation, also

compared with that of drop-tail queue management.

In Section 5 this paper concludes that RED family

AQMs, particularly Adaptive RED using ECN, can, in-

deed, be “well-configured” for variety of TCP traffic mixes,

achieving both a very low network packet drop rate and a

low queuing delay, which can never achieved with drop-tail

queue management alone.

2 Router Load from TCP Traffic

In general, load at a router queue can be expressed as the

ratio of the incoming data rate over the outgoing service

rate. Increased load at a router is typically detected by

an increase in average queue size, an increase in packet

drop rate, or both. Firoiu and Borden analytically derive

a “queue law” that governs the average size of a router

queue given a fixed drop probability and a fixed set of TCP

flows [4]. We extend the queue law to encompass more

TCP characteristics so that we may better understand the

impact of TCP traffic on the router queue.

We ran a series of NS [11] simulations using the net-

work setup shown in Figure 3. For the traffic sources,

we used bulk transfer FTP applications on top of TCP

NewReno and set the cwnd limit of all TCP agents to in-

finite. For the congested router queue, we implemented an

infinite queue that randomly drops incoming packets with

a uniform drop probability as in [4].

Figure 41 shows the queue law of the congested router

for simulations that differ only by the number of TCP con-

nections: 100, 200 or 300. At a given drop rate where all

of the queue averages are greater than 0, the average queue

size increases linearly with the number of flows.

Figure 5 shows the queue law of the congested router

for simulations that differ only by the link bandwidth: 5,

10, 15 and 20 Mbps. At a given drop rate where all of the

queue averages are greater than 0, the average queue size

decreases linearly with the link bandwidth.

1“rtld” denotes round trip link delay in this and subsequent figures
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Figure 3. Simulation Network Setup.
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Figure 5. Queue Law: Load vs. Bandwidth
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Figure 7. Congestion Window Size Average over All TCP

Flows

Figure 6 shows the queue law of the congested router

for simulations that differ only in the average round trip

link delay of each source: 40, 80, 120 and 160 ms. At a

given drop rate where all of the queue averages are greater

than 0, the average queue size increases linearly with the

round trip link delay.

The bandwidth used by a TCP flow per round trip time

is directly proportional to the size of cwnd. Figure 7 shows

the avg cwnd vs. the uniform drop rate for various combi-

nations of link bandwidth, number of TCP flows and round

trip link delay settings. The avg cwnd curves from various

simulation configurations directly overlap one another, in-

dicating that avg cwnd is the function of the random packet

drop rate only.

Thus, the equation for load (L) at the router is:

L =

n� avg wnd(p)

B � avg rtt

(1)

where n is the number of TCP flows, avg rtt is the

average round trip link delay, B is the link bandwidth ca-
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pacity, p is the packet drop rate, and avg cwnd(p) is the

average cwnd value over all flows. Equation 1 implies that

TCP traffic load is linearly proportional to the number of

connections (or flows), and inversely linearly proportional

to the link bandwidth and average round trip link delay.

In the above analysis, the congestion window size

limit (cwnd limit) of all TCP flows is infinite, and the TCP

flows have an infinite amount of data to transmit. In real

networks, TCP connections have congestion window size

limits and finite amounts of data to transmit.

In Figure 7, the average congestion widow

(avg cwnd) was the function of packet drop rate only,

which gives a smooth avg cwnd curve for all of the

network and traffic configurations. However, in real

networking environments where factors such as the con-

gestion window limit and data object size impose different

window operation limits and alter the congestion response

behavior of TCP flows, the avg cwnd curve may not be

smooth nor the same from one TCP traffic mix to another.

As a typical example, consider a TCP traffic mix that

consist entirely of short-lived Web flows in which small

Web objects limit the congestion window growth before the

transmission ends. The congestion window size averaged

over all connections in average will often be less than in

the case of unlimited thresholds given the same drop rate,

especially a low drop rates.

We illustrate this in simulations by setting the TCP

congestion window limits to a low value, assuming this is

similar to downloading a small network object, and draw-

ing queue law graphs. The congestion window sizes for all

TCP sources are set to first 12 packets, and then 6 packets.

The number of TCP connections used in the simulations is

700 and 1300 correspondingly in order to have the same

queue average at a drop rate of 0.01. For this set of sim-

ulations, the congested link bandwidth and the round trip

link delay is set the same as in the previous unlimited con-

gestion window simulation that had 300 TCP connections.

Figure 8 shows the avg cwnd graph, and Figure 9 shows

the corresponding queue law graph.

Figure 8 shows that as the congestion window limit

decreases, the average congestion window curve flattens.

This means that small average window limits make TCP

connections much less responsive, especially for changes

in relatively low drop rates. For the simulations with the

TCP sources limited to a cwnd of 6 packets, we had to ap-

proximately double the number of TCP flows to achieve an

equivalent queue average at a drop rate of 0.01. Thus, a

router that is congested with many of short Web flows will

need to apply a relatively high drop rate to keep the aver-

age queue length within a certain range since the short TCP

flows are less responsive. For example, the simulation with

smaller cwnds (6 packet limit) has to apply about twice as

high a drop rate as the simulation with the larger cwnds (12

packet limit) to maintain an average queue length of 3000

packets.

In this section, we developed a model for load (L) at

the router based on TCP traffic, validated it using simula-
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tion, and used it to explain some of the traffic load char-

acteristics from different traffic mixes with different con-

gestion window limits (representing different data object

sizes). We believe that our TCP traffic model can benefit

active queue management (AQM) in estimating the change

in traffic load and making decisions to choose a proper drop

rate for dynamically changing TCP traffic mixes. As we

can infer from Figure 7 and Equation 1, the degree of bene-

fit would be maximized when every flow is long-lived, and

the average TCP congestion window can be determined as

a function of the drop rate.

Even with short-lived flows, routers still use our

model to estimate an average congestion window to adapt

to the approximate current traffic mix based on average re-

sponses to changes in the drop rate. Labels, such as average

RTT, provided by DiffServ edge routers [1] can help deter-

mine a proper packet drop rate that fits with the router’s

policy. For example, an Adaptive RED-like AQM may

use the information to more quickly determine a proper

max

p

when traffic changes, without incrementally adjust-

ing max

p

. Of course there always is a price to pay to get

the source hints.

3 Feedback Method: Drop vs. Mark

The objectives in this section are to measure and verify the

existence of an ECN queue law, to compare and contrast

the ECN queue law with the drop queue law, and to deter-

mine whether ECN is reasonable to deploy by analyzing

the curves. We re-ran simulations with 100, 200 and 300

FTP-TCP flows with infinite congestion windows that were

ECN enabled, on the network with an 80 ms round trip link

delay and 20 Mbps congested link bandwidth.

Figure 10 compares the avg cwnd vs. the uniform

drop rate for the simulations with TCP and with TCP with

ECN enabled. The TCP congestion window behavior is

the same whether packet drops or ECN packet marks are

used as the notification method. Figure 11 compares the
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Figure 11. Queue Law: Drop vs. Mark

queue laws for the simulations with TCP and with TCP

with ECN enabled. For the same number of flows, the av-

erage queue lengths for TCP and TCP with ECN are al-

most the same when the drop/marking rate at the congested

router is low. However, in increasing the drop/mark rate,

the average queue length of the queue with TCP with ECN

decreases noticeably slower and steadier than the average

queue length with TCP with ECN.

It follows that several significant points can be made:

First, an ECN enabled AQM should be configured

to apply a significantly higher marking rate than the same

AQM using packet drops in order to operate with a reason-

ably low queuing delay. We believe that a common mistake

that many researchers make is in using the same AQM set-

tings for both packet drops and ECN marks, resulting in a

mark rate that is too low.

Second, for a reasonable average queue length tar-

get (for example, 500 packets in Figure 11), as traffic

load increases linearly, the difference between the stable

state mark rate and the stable state drop rate to maintain

the queue length at the same level increases exponentially,

which indicates that ECN should increase its mark rate ex-

ponentially above any drop rate. However, the queue law

for ECN converges towards an average queue size of 0 for

a mark probability of 1, suggesting that there exists a mark

rate that can keep the average queue length at a reasonable

low target even for a highly loaded situation. Thus, the

benefits of ECN should still be effective, even under a wide

range of TCP traffic load.

Third, the slowly and steadily decreasing average

queue length curve of ECN compared to that of packet

drops as the random drop/mark rate increases indicates that

the average queue length can be more easily stabilized for

AQMs with ECN. We illustrate this further in Section 4.
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.

4 Analysis of RED Family AQM

This section evaluates RED, gentle-RED, Adaptive RED,

RED-ECN, gentle-RED-ECN and Adaptive RED-ECN us-

ing the queue law curves for random packet dropping sys-

tems [4] and for ECN systems from the previous section,

and verifies the effectiveness of the queue law in charac-

terizing RED performance. At the same time this section

compares the performance of RED family AQMs with one

another and also with that of drop-tail queue management

in terms of throughput and packet loss rate.

The first objective is to test how well the queue law

can accurately predict whether a given RED configuration

will make the router queue work in a stable condition for

a given TCP traffic load. The second objects is to see how

RED and its variants behave as they are pushed out of a

well-configured state as the traffic load increases.

As in the previous sections, we use the network con-

figuration shown in Figure 3 setting the congested link

bandwidth to 20 Mbps and the round trip time link delay

to 80 ms. Each simulation starts with 50 FTP-TCP flows,

with 50 more FTP-TCP flows added every 50 seconds. The

physical queue length is set to 500 packets, with the packet

size set to 1 Kbyte. For RED parameter settings, max

p

is

set to 0.1, min

th

is 100 packets, and max

th

is 300 pack-

ets, based on recommendations [7]. Although not shown is

Figure 12, the limit of max

p

for Adaptive RED is set to 0.5

(the default value), which gives the router queue a chance

to be well-configured for all the the given TCP traffic loads.

In general, comparing the queue behavior of each

RED family AQM with the queue law shown in Figure 12,

demonstrates that the queue law indeed works very well

predicting RED behavior. For RED, the queue law indi-

cates that RED will be stably manage TCP traffic up to

about 200 flows. In Figure 13, RED’s average queue was

stable up to a traffic load of 150 flows, but at 200 flows it

hit the maximum threshold and becomes increasingly un-

stable. Gentle-RED, shown in Figure 14, was able to man-
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age load up to 200 flows since there no longer a sudden

increase in drop probabilities from the max

p

0.1 to 1 at

max

th

. For RED-ECN, shown in Figure 16, the average

queue becomes unstable at a load of 150 flows, as the queue

law indicated. And as is the case of gentle-RED, gentle-

RED-ECN, shown in Figure17, also gets the benefit of the

gentle behavior for 200 flows.

Our results show that the gentle setting for RED is

beneficial when the offered TCP traffic load is slightly

greater than the stable target load for a given configuration.

However, the benefit of the gentle setting is not as clear in

terms of queue oscillations when a RED router is highly

overloaded (250+ flows, in our simulations), although the

gentle behavior does reduce the packet loss rate somewhat,

as shown in Figure 20. Comparing the queue behavior of

Adaptive RED, shown in Figure 15, and Adaptive-RED-

ECN, shown in Figure 18, with non-adaptive versions of

RED clearly shows the benefits of adjusting max

p

. That

is, by finding the proper drop/marking slope for changing

traffic load conditions, Adaptive RED can stably handle a

very wide range of TCP traffic.

We next analyze the delay-loss tradeoffs between

drop-tail and RED. Starting with link utilization, Figure

19 shows that the bottleneck link was fully utilized for all

TCP traffic loads and thus goodput is affected by packet

loss rate only in our simulations. Figure 20 shows the

packet loss rates at the routers, which suggests that all the

RED family queue mechanisms that use drops for conges-

tion notification have consistently higher packet loss rate

than does drop-tail queue management. Drop-tail does not

actively drop packets, so the drop distribution that results

from buffer overflow at a drop-tail queue may be bursty.

However, with many TCP sources, the drops are uniform

across flows, resulting in a well-configured state match-

ing the queue law near the drop-tail buffer size. Thus, the

delay-loss tradeoff between drop-tail and RED is clear in

that RED, using drops as congestion notification method,

pays the price in terms of higher packet drop rates over that

7
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Figure 14. Queue Statistics: Gentle RED
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Figure 15. Queue Statistics: Adaptive RED
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Figure 16. Queue Statistics: RED-ECN
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Figure 17. Queue Statistics: Gentle RED-ECN
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Figure 18. Queue Statistics: Adaptive RED-ECN
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Figure 20. Packet Loss Rate

of drop-tail to maintain the lower average queue size.

We next consider the benefits of marking over drop-

ping as an indicator of congestion. One of the main issues

that discourages deployment of RED (or AQM in general)

is that the complexity price for AQM design is too high

compared with the potential gain of a lower average queue

size [9, 3]. However, even with the required higher ECN

congestion notification rate, the “price” of the notification

in terms of packet loss rate or reduced goodput is zero com-

pared to the price for dropping packets. Figure 20 shows

this clearly. ECN enabled RED and its variants in a “well-

configured” state can bring down the packet loss rate to

zero. Furthermore, Adaptive RED-ECN is able to achieve

a packet loss rate very close to zero for the entire range

of traffic loads. In addition, as mentioned in Section 3,

ECN enabled AQM can be more stable than AQMs with-

out ECN as the queue law curve decreases far more slowly

and steadily under high loads than when using drops. This

is shown by by comparing the average queue of Adaptive

RED and Adaptive RED-ECN, where the average queue

oscillation of the ECN enabled one remains more stable

even at a high traffic load compare to the one that does not

not use ECN.

5 Summary

In this paper, we developed a model for load on the router

from TCP traffic that captures a wide-range of key TCP

flow characteristics, including long-lived and short-lived

flows. We apply the traffic model to ECN flows to show

key router configuration characteristics required to be well-

configured. For AQM with both drops and marks, our

model well-represents the behavior of RED and its vari-

ants under a variety of configurations. Our model is useful

for predicting the the performance of RED, gentle-RED, A-

RED, RED-ECN, gentle-RED-ECN and A-RED-ECN over

a continuum of TCP traffic loads.

At the same time, we compare the performance of the

RED family AQMs with one another in terms of packet loss

rate, delay and queue oscillation, also compared with that

of drop-tail queue management. Our model clearly demon-

strates the trade-offs between drop-tail queue management

and RED family AQMs. This paper concludes that RED

family AQMs, particularly Adaptive RED using ECN, can,

indeed, be well-configured for variety of TCP traffic mixes,

achieving both a very low network packet drop rate and a

low queuing delay, often far superior to that of drop-tail

queue management.

Future work includes extending our load model to bet-

ter support short-lived traffic as well as a mixture of ECN

and non-ECN TCP flows. In addition, we intend to build

an adaptive AQM technique that makes use of our model to

more quickly adapt to a well-configured state in the pres-

ences of changing network load.
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